
Youth exchange in Rustavi, Georgia 
8-18th of January 2024

wonder
women

Decide to

Change



28 YOUNG PEOPLE!
5 countries!

Say NO to Gender Bias!

A call for young

artists, storytellers

and women rights

activist 



With the use of comics and storytelling as the
primary methods for the project, we aim to address
several key objectives and challenges, including
promoting inclusiveness and self-expression,
addressing societal attitudes towards gender roles
and discrimination, exploring the impact of sexist
language in daily life, and promoting equality
through education and activism.

10 day youth exchange program: workshops, field
independent work, theoretical outputs, practice,
public event and lots of informal gatherings.  



A diversity of
voices brings
balance

When we broaden our perspectives, our world
expands. This is why it's high time that we
throw any gender bias out the window. We've
had enough of limits, it's time to break free.



who can
take part? 

DE - 6 participants - 360 or 410 EUR (Green
Travel - Train, Bus, Bike...)
GE - 6 participants- 0 EUR
AM - 6 participants - 180 or 210 EUR
SK - 5 participants - 360 or 410 EUR
ES - 5 participants - 530 or 610 EUR

Young artists, illustrators, storytellers, activists!

People who are eager to contribute to more equal
future through artistic methods and creativity! 

18-30 years olds from:

Fill in this application form and we will contact you
shortly^^

https://forms.gle/HH1FLKdBJ46SvedK6


Venue and
packing list

the activity will take place
in Rustavi, Georgia at
International Scout Center
Rustavi. 

Participants will be
accommodated in rooms
of 2 and 3. Most of the
sessions and days will be
spent at the venue and the
centre will provide food,
bedding and informal
space for free time.   

the program will include few study visits to
different organisations working on similar
topics, where the transportation and lunch
boxes will be provided for each participant.  

as long as the “homework” and preparation
goes, participants are expected to bring any
traditional or personal favourite snack and
sweets for the international coffee breaks. 



The weather in Georgia in December can be
quite cold and unpredictable, so be sure to
bring warm jackets, hats and gloves with you. 
Participants are expected to arrive no later
than 8th of January and Depart no earlier than
18th of January 2024.  
for the projects smooth and effective
implementation we also ask you to bring
Laptops, Tablets and drawing pads, whichever
you prefer for creating the documents,
illustrations and drawing digitally.  

PLEASE! Agree your travel plan, extra days to
stay in Georgia and any other exeptions with
the contact person of the project. Save all the
receipts, tickets, invoices and boarding passes
in order to get the reimbursement for your
traveling costs.  

MUST
READ INFO

ABOVE!!!



see you
soon

Your contact person here: 
Kety - +995 555 52 82 95

Ketevan.jinoridze@gmail.com


